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Jaguar Coverage Now Available in Snap-on Diagnostic 

European Software  
 
LINCOLNSHIRE, IL, Nov. 12, 2012 – And Jaguar makes nine! With the recent introduction of Software Bundle 
12.4, Snap-on® has added new 2000 - 2011 Jaguar coverage for engine, transmission, antilock brake (ABS) and 
airbag to its optional European coverage. This brings the optional European coverage count total to nine makes. 
 
In addition to new Jaguar coverage, the optional European software for Snap-on diagnostics tools also includes 
more coverage for Audi, BMW, Land Rover, Mercedes-Benz, Mini, Smart Car, Volkswagen and Volvo. Some 
highlights to note include, but are not limited to: 
 

• BMW Valvetronic 

• Volkswagen/Audi Electronic Compression test 

• Volvo Climate Control Module, Drivers Information Module and Combined Instrument Module 
• Land Rover Park Brake 

• Mini Auto-ID and new Mini models – R58 and R60 

• Smart Car Auto-ID 
 
“Would you like to expand your customer base and your profit potential by having even wider vehicle coverage?” 
asked Bill Bruno, vice president of sales and marketing for Snap-on Diagnostics. “With the addition of Jaguar to 
our constantly expanding European coverage, Bundle 12.4 equips you to keep even the toughest European job in 
house.” 
 
With the new additions like BMW Valvetronic, this is a “must have” for most general BMW engine work! Without 
Software Bundle 12.4 no engine work can be completed. With Snap-on’s latest upgrade, codes, data, testing, plus 
relearns, adjustments and recalibrations can be performed. Bottom line – the more cars fixed, the more money 
made. Increased accuracy, productivity and take home pay is why professional technicians want and need the 
newest codes, data, tests found in Software Bundle 12.4. 
 
Any Snap-on diagnostics device upgraded to the latest upgrade receives not only new features and coverage, 
plus all of the features and coverage from the previous upgrades.  The newest additions include over 41,200 new 
and enhanced codes, tests, tips and data, plus access to over 10,741 new systems for model years 1992 to 2012. 
New 2012 domestic and Asian coverage for General Motors (GM), Infiniti, Lexus, Mazda, Nissan, Scion, Subaru 
and Toyota is also included in this update. In addition, Software Bundle 12.4 offers over 3,900 component test 
meter (CTM) tips. 
 
European coverage is an optional one-time purchase. Customers receive European upgrades free with software 
bundle purchases as long as they own their product. To learn more about Software Bundle 12.4 and its optional 
European coverage, visit http://diagnostics.snapon.com or talk to a Snap-on representative.  
 
About Snap-on Diagnostics: 
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of 
tools, diagnostics and repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical tasks. 
Products are sold through the company’s franchisee, company-direct distributor and Internet channels. Founded 
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in 1920, Snap-on is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. To learn more about any of Snap-on’s diagnostic 
solutions, talk to a Snap-on representative or visit http://diagnostics.snapon.com. 
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